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KULTURZENTRUM PRENZLAUER BERG
Link to meeting guide Berlin
You can talk a lot about communication. Or you simply live it.
The “Kulturzentrum Prenzlauer Berg” was for a long time an empty former market hall (supermarket). The Jewish community
provided the premises free of charge and since 2016 it has become an open place of encounter, art and culture. In this
colourful neighbourhood of old-established and new Berlin locals there is plenty of room for new ideas and personal initiatives.
With your event in this MEET+CHANGE location you support the café, which is open to everyone as a common meeting place.
The creative, art and music workshops as well as the events in the large hall for readings, music and lectures will receive
materials and purchases that are always needed. At the same time, you provide social and monetary added value. Equally
valuable: the activities and social work on site receive appreciation and recognition through your event.
The “Kulturzentrum Prenzlauer Berg” offers a total of two individual conference rooms and two smaller creative rooms - for up to
15, 40 and 200 people.
Availability: Monday to Friday from 08:00 a.m. to 05:00 p.m., Saturday and Sunday by arrangement.
Social sustainability has priority at MEET+CHANGE.

EVENT SPACES
 max. room dimension up to 200.00m²

2 Event spaces total

 max. room height up to 4m

 Exhibition space from 50 to 200m²

 Room area

 Room height

 Welcome reception

 Banquet

 Classroom

 Arrange seating in rows

Großer Veranstaltungsraum n.a.  200m² 4.00m 250 80 100 199 Großer Workshopraum n.a.  80m² 4.00m n.a. n.a. 15 24 Kleiner Workshopraum
n.a.  50m² 4.00m n.a. n.a. n.a. 20 Café n.a.  60m² 4.00m n.a. n.a. 25 n.a.

EQUIPMENT IN EVENT SPACES
EQUIPMENT IN EVENT SPACES



Accessible



Audio system



Fixed stage



Full darkness



In-house technical personnel



Natural light



Projection technology



WiFi in event spaces
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CONTACT

Berlin Convention Office von visitBerlin
Am Karlsbad 11
D-10785 Berlin - Mitte
https://convention.visitberlin.de/en/meetandchange
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